Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Mt Gambier
Thursday 16th July 2020

Stewards
B Shepheard, L Thomson, S Bright, C Childs.

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr C Finlayson.

Race 1  WINMORE GREYHOUND KENNELS MAIDEN STAKE  512m  Maiden

-A swab sample was taken from the winner STITCH'EM DOC.
-Shortly after the start STITCH'EM RINGO and DRESSED UP bumped. On the first turn DRESSED UP and BUNGALOO BONNIE bumped. On the turn into the back straight BUNGALOO BONNIE checked off the heels of DRESSED UP.

Race 2  SWALLOW DRIVE MEATS STAKE  400m  Grade 5

-There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 3  PROGREYHOUNDTIPS.COM STAKE  400m  Grade 5

-There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 4  METAL WORX STAKE  512m  Grade 5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner JERVOIS BOY.
-On the first turn PA'S CHANCE and HIGH FLY DOROTHY bumped.

Race 5  BARTHOLOMEW PICK6 MIXED STAKE  600m  Mixed 5/6

-Shortly after the start ERRINGTON, VICTA TESS and STITCH'EM PANDA bumped. On the turn out of the home straight on the first occasion HELLO I'M JADE ran on the heels of STITCH'EM CILLA shortly after ROUSE ROCKET ran on the heels of and dragged down HELLO I'M JADE causing HELLO I'M J'DE to fall and ROUSE ROCKET to lose considerable ground. HELLO I'M JADE regained its footing and completed the course. On the turn into the back straight ERRINGTON checked off the heels of STITCH'EM CILLA.
-HELLO I'M JADE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 6  BOURNE KENNELS STAKE  512m  Grade 6

-On the turn into the back straight PROUD FERNANDO checked off the heels of FANTASTIC FLAME. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 7  2020 ANNIVERSARY CUP HEAT 1  512m  OPEN

-Shortly after the start DUSSELDORP moved out checking PERSEVERANCE. On the turn off the back straight BOB SQUARE PANTS moved out checking EXCITING TIMES. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 8  2020 ANNIVERSARY CUP HEAT 2  512m  OPEN

-HE'S ALEXIS was slow to begin. Shortly after the start LIKE A SLUG and SPRING CUERVO bumped. On the first turn CHARMING CHARLIE moved out checking ROUGH PEARL. On the turn into the back straight HE'S ALEXIS and SPRING CUERVO bumped. On the turn into the home straight TANDIKI ran on the heels of LIKE A SLUG.
-ROCK IT FERNANDO was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 9  TRACKSIDE MEATS OPEN STAKE  400m  OPEN

-On the turn into the back straight WISE STELLA moved down checking SAINT TESS and BANJO BAD BOY. There were no further racing incidents to report.